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ABSTRACT
Comparing products, features, brands, or ideas relative to one another is a common goal in user experience (UX) and market research. While Likert-type scales and ordinal stack ranks are often
employed as prioritization methods, they are subject to several
psychometric shortcomings. We introduce the numeric forced rank,
a lightweight approach that overcomes some of the limitations of
standard methods and allows researchers to collect absolute ratings,
relative preferences, and subjective comments using a single scale.
The approach is optimal for UX and market research, but is also
easily employed as a structured decision-making exercise outside
of consumer research. We describe how the numeric forced rank
was used to determine the name of a new Google Cloud Platform
(GCP) feature, present the findings, and make recommendations
for future research.
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relative to one another is a common goal in user experience (UX)
and market research. Two common methods to measure relative
items are: a consistent Likert-type scale across dimensions of interest like the example above (e.g., “How important is this music
genre to you on a scale of 1-5?” asked individually and repeated
for a set of features), and a purely ordinal stack rank (e.g., “Please
stack rank this list of genres from most important to least important”), often administered by asking participants to assign each
item a rank number, or by a digital drag-and-drop interface [3]. See
Figure 1. Numeric rating scales can tell us about the magnitude
of differences between music genres, while forced rank scales tell
us about the relative positioning of items to one another without
overlap.
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1 INTRODUCTION
1.1 Background
Imagine a scenario: your company has launched a new music
streaming service and needs to know which one of five genres
is most important to surface on the homepage. You decide to deploy
a survey to understand user preferences using a 1-5 Likert-type
scale to rate importance for each genre. Results come back and three
of the genres are rated roughly equally at the highly important end
of the scale (i.e., ratings of “5”). Now what? Are these genres truly
equally important? Comparing products, features, brands, or ideas
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Figure 1: Traditional Likert scale (left) and stack rank
(right).
Both of these methods have merits and can advance the research
objectives, though they are one-dimensional in isolation; the numeric rating scales do not account for a relative comparison of the
items of interest, nor do they prevent all items from being scored
identically (i.e., a respondent could give each genre the same score
of “5”, leading to inconclusive results). Further, the stack rankings
cannot tell us about the magnitude of differences. How much more
do respondents prefer hip hop to classical music?
To date, few methods [16] have addressed these psychometric
shortcomings in an approachable way. We introduce the numeric
forced rank, a lightweight approach that can be helpful for prioritization and decision-making. The numeric forced rank overcomes
some of the limitations of Likert-type scales in which respondents
are often inclined to select either neutral or mid-scale responses
[1, 10], presents a finer-grained scale to detect minor differences
[4, 11, 12], and garners potentially greater information transmission and discriminability [8], while retaining numeric points aids
in avoiding the usability issues cited in the Visual Analog Scale
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(VAS) [4, 17]. By leveraging the benefits of both numeric rating
and forced rank scales, the numeric forced rank method allows
researchers to collect absolute ratings, relative preferences, and
subjective comments using a single scale. The approach is optimal for addressing UX and market research questions, but has
also been employed as a structured decision-making exercise when
teams are weighing potential alternatives for branding and product
strategy.

1.2

Canonical usage

The numeric forced rank uses a long, horizontal Likert-type scale on
which participants place cards representing the items (e.g., products,
ideas, brands) to be ranked. Each card contains one item of interest.
Items can be shown to the participant altogether, or presented one
by one to probe on scoring changes as new items are introduced.
Participants are not permitted to give two items the same numeric
rating. A forced rank ensures that each item is given a distinct
score, reduces the likelihood of ties after calculating final scores,
and encourages participant to make critical judgments. The scale
can be printed on paper as an in-person exercise, or the method
can be completed digitally via presentation or design software,
as depicted in Figure 2 and Figure 3. The numeric forced rank
can be used in surveys as a purely quantitative method, but it is
also used as a tool for collecting rich qualitative input alongside
quantitative data. Participants are encouraged to think aloud as
they contemplate card placement, and are probed on their choices
as they make relative judgments.

Figure 2: Cards representing items of interest placed at various points on the scale.

The number of scale points used will depend on the number of
items to be rated and the variability expected; we typically use a
minimum of three times the number of scale points as we have
items to rank, rounded to the nearest 10 (e.g., a 30 pt scale for
9 items) to ensure at least 2 scale points can be placed between
items if distributed uniformly, which allows space to demonstrate
magnitude of differences. Scale points should be labeled from 0 to
the maximum number, and the two endpoints should be labeled
to indicate the left side as less and the right side as more. Scales
can represent overall preference between items, a more specific
prompt like ease of use, or can be used to rank products on a series of
dimensions. It is often helpful to include scale labels and a definition
of the dimension to be measured (see “Ease of use” in Figure 2) for
the participants’ reference. The method can be used to measure a
single construct, but is most powerful when employed to measure
several constructs, similar to a Likert scale.
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2 METHOD
2.1 Procedure
To help name a new GCP feature, our study used a 30-point scale to
compare 10 potential names across five criteria our team wanted the
name to meet: Descriptive, Avoids conflicts with existing industry
or product terms, Scalable, Easy to read and pronounce, and Works
in all interfaces in which it will appear. Criteria were determined
by holding workshops on the meaning we want the name to convey, and consultation with UX/technical writers on naming best
practices.
We gathered data from 8 internal participants who were familiar
with the construct to be named. To accommodate a quick deadline,
we ran the session as a single focus group; participants were asked
to reach consensus on scores for each name per each criterion. This
approach resulted in a dataset with 50 individual scores (10 names
across 5 rating scales). Figure 3 shows the candidate names ranked
on the “Scalable” criterion.

Figure 3: Name rankings for the “Scalable” criterion.
We used Google Slides on a laptop to display the scale and cards,
and projected the screen to be viewed by the room. One participant
was designated to move and place cards as the group discussed
scores. As each name card was placed on the scale, participants were
asked to elaborate on their choice and why each relative position
was chosen. On the “Scalable” criterion, for example, “Cluster group”
was ranked low because the feature to be named will ultimately
contain more resource types than clusters.
One of the advantages of the numeric forced rank is that it
is highly adaptable. This exercise can be completed in groups as
described above, as an individual exercise, or as a survey to gather
data from a larger sample. While multiple scales were involved in
this study to represent the five criteria, a simple study may only
use one scale to measure the primary dimension of interest (e.g.,
overall preference, ease of use, likelihood of adoption).

3

RESULTS

Given the small sample and qualitative nature of the study, we
simply took the sum of scores across criteria to determine the final
score of each name, and the research team recommended moving
forward with the name “Hub.” See Table 1.
To understand a primary benefit of the numeric forced rank, we
can examine these data as if they were purely ordinal stack rank
scores (Table 2). Although “Hub” was a clear favorite and remained
the top name when converting scores to a stack rank, the order
of names 2-4 were changed or tied (e.g., “Cluster group” moved
from position 4 to position 2). Unexpectedly, this difference became
significant for our naming project; “Hub” ultimately had to be discarded due to unforeseen product changes, and we had to choose
another name. Because of the more granular scoring method of
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Table 1: Top 5 name scores after numeric forced rank (1=worst, 30=best).
Criteria
Rank

1
2
3
4
5

Name

Descriptive

Does not conflict with ex- Scalable
isting industry or product
terms

Easy
to
read
and
pronounce

Works in all interfaces
in which it will appear

Hub
Environment
Fleet
Cluster group
Admin group

3
18
12
22
21

29
6
2
18
12

23
14
20
16
5

28
16
24
12
6

28
26
20
1
18

Total

111
80
78
69
62

Table 2: Top 5 names as stack rank scores (1=worst, 5=best).
Criteria
Rank

1
2
3
4
5

Name

Descriptive

Does not conflict with ex- Scalable
isting industry or product
terms

Easy
to
read
and
pronounce

Works in all interfaces
in which it will appear

Hub
Cluster group
Environment
Fleet
Admin group

1
5
3
2
4

5
4
2
1
3

5
3
2
4
1

5
2
3
4
1

the numeric forced rank, we were able to move forward with our
second-highest name: “Environment.” Had we taken stack rankings
instead, our second choice would have been “Cluster group,” which
scored especially poorly on the “Scalable” and “Works in all interfaces” criteria. The magnitude of differences across criteria would
have been lost in the coarse nature of stack rankings.
More rigorous analysis can be completed with a larger dataset.
The proper statistical treatment of Likert scale data is a subject of
contention; while some recommend treating Likert data as ordinal
and applying nonparametric statistics [2], research has shown that
increasing the number of scale points can approximate interval data,
and that parametric tests can be performed provided test assumptions are met [14, 18]. Considering these findings, we believe the
long scale format and use of multiple scales in the numeric forced
rank justifies the use of parametric tests for large samples, given
assumptions of group independence, normality, and homogeneity
of variance are met.

4

DISCUSSION

The numeric forced rank was instrumental in choosing a name
for our new GCP feature. This naming decision had been a challenge across multiple product teams for over two years. Given the
difficulty that preceded our study, product stakeholders appreciated the rigor and structure the method affords. The qualitative
data we collected helped provide a rationale for the decision to
the broader organization, and that data continues to inform our
product strategy and documentation.

5
1
4
3
2

Total

21
15
14
14
11

In particular, the method allowed us to take advantage of the
psychometric benefits of traditional Likert-type scales, while capitalizing on principles of mathematical psychology; semi-order psychological measurement models show that ranking multiple items
against one another enables differentiation from usually insensitive
data [5]. Simply put, rankings with 3+ items encourage participants to discriminate more critically between multiple options,
especially in cases where two options appear approximately similar to each other. This echoes findings in behavioral science and
judgment/decision-making literature suggesting that people are
better at making comparative than absolute judgments [9, 13].
Further, the greater number of scale points affords more sensitive
judgments, which can impact how items are ranked when new
options are introduced: if item A is ranked at 10, Item B is ranked at
20, and Item C is ordinally between them, a respondent must decide
how near or far Item C is from Items A and B. In doing so, they may
decide Item B is actually even further from item A and re-score it to
25. The numeric forced rank allows us to capture those sensitivities
where they would otherwise be obscured by purely ordinal scales.
It should be noted that the numeric forced rank is less structured
and robust than more mathematically sophisticated approaches
like Maxdiff [7]. Methods like Maxdiff and HLm [15] may also be
better suited for lists of over 10 items [6]. The numeric forced rank
was designed to be a lightweight alternative to heavier best-worst
scaling techniques, and should not replace these methods when
research questions and resources render them more suitable. It
prioritizes simplicity and ease of entry to researchers who need a
quick solution that is easy to administer and easy for participants
to grasp. It also has some theoretical advantages over best-worst
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scaling methods in that participants are able to adjust scores relative
to the entire item set through the duration of the study. They’re also
able to see and evaluate their final outcome to ensure it reflects their
true sentiment, and adjust accordingly. Instead, Maxdiff prompts
participants to repeatedly select the “best” and “worst” items from
randomized subsets of the exhaustive list.

5

LIMITATIONS

The numeric forced rank has some limitations that should be considered. From a practical perspective, the exercise can be timeconsuming and tedious for participants with a high number of
items or scale dimensions. To mitigate, we recommend limiting the
number of items to be ranked as much as possible (target 10 or
fewer per scale) and being considerate of how often the method
is employed. Rather than letting it replace every stack rank item
in a study, the method is best when teasing apart homogenous or
difficult-to-compare alternatives.
Research is limited on the reliability and validity of ranking
multiple items on a single scale, though Sung and Wu [16] employed
a similar approach in which the method reduced response-style
bias and leniency bias when compared with Likert-type scales.
Future research should focus on evaluating the test-retest reliability
of ranking multiple items on a single scale, and comparing the
performance of the numeric forced rank to traditional Likert-type
items and stack ranks. Research should also explore the maximum
number of scale items and number of items to be ranked before
returns begin diminishing.
Though the numeric forced rank is ideally administered to individuals, our study employed a focus group due to limited time
and resources. As such, the limitations of focus groups apply here;
namely, participants may be biased by each other’s answers, and/or
the conversation and ranking scores may be dominated by one
or a few more vocal participants. To help remedy this possibility,
we asked each participant to state their preferred ranks and rationale for each criterion, starting with a different randomly selected
participant each time.

6

CONCLUSION

The numeric forced rank draws from established mathematical and
behavioral science theory to provide an approachable way for practitioners to gather comparison data alongside qualitative rationales.
The long-scale, multi-item technique leverages the advantages of
traditional scales while overcoming common shortcomings that
can lead to inconclusive or conflicting results [1, 10]. To date, the
numeric forced rank has been used by several teams across Google
to make systematic product decisions and add rigor to otherwise unstructured processes. Beyond research studies, the numeric forced
rank has also been applied among teams for structured discussion
and comparisons. We hope it can continue to be a valuable tool in
UX research practice and organizational decision-making.
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